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FOREWORD

The interest of the meteorologist in the peaceful utilization of atomic
energy is two-fold. In the first place, the meteorologist can assist in ensuring a safer and more effective use of atomic energy and secondly, radioactivity and the techniques of the radiochemist and the radiophysicist open new
possibilities for the study of the atmosphere.
The active interest of WMO in atomic energy dates back to 1956 when the
Executive Committee established a panel of experts to deal with the meteorological aspects of this comparatively new sphere of activity. The pnael early
decided that a Technical Note should be prepared treating fully the various
problems resulting from the dual interest of the meteorologists in atomic
energy, as mentioned in the previous paragraph.
The release into the atmosphere of radioactive materials either as effluent or by accident is an aspect of the overall development of the peaceful
uses of atomic energy. The movement and diffusion of this material depend on
factors which are predominantly meteorological and the meteorologist Cal therefore be of assistance in the effort to minimize the hazards which may arise
['pom this aspect of the harnessing of atomic energy for the benefit of mankind. One of the ways in which this assistance may be given is by advising on
the location of reactor plants, which forms the subject of the present volume.
This volume constitutes the first part of the Technical Note proposed
by the panel of experts and will be followed by another part which will deal
mainly with the utilization of atomic energy for meteorological purposes. The
present text was prepared by Mr. P.J. Meade (United Kingdom) who is a member
of the panel; it has been approved by the other members of the panel, namely:
Mr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

L. Facy (France)
V. Korzun (U.S.S.R.)
L. Machta (United States)
P.R. Pisharoty (India)

I have great pleasure in placing on record the indebtedness of the
World Meteorological Organization to Mr. Meade and to the other members of the
panel for their valuable contribution to this important subject.

(D .A.

Davies)
Secretary-General

-
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METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE SAFETY AND LOCATION OF REACTOR PLANTS

Summary

The introduction of nuclear reactors for industrial purposes has
brought to communities a new form of air pollution, radioactivity, which in
excessive concentrations could be more dangerous than the traditional forms of
air pollution arising from the combustion of coal or oil. The importance of
meteorological factors in air pollution has long been recognized and, where
radioactivity is concerned, this importance is all the greater because of the
special nature of the hazards involved.
In the routine operation of an industrial reactor there is usually a
small continuous discharge of radioactive effluent, while in the case of an
accident there may be an instantaneous discharge of a large quantity of radioactivity. In each case the principal meteorological factors are transport by
the wind and diffusion which is itself dependent upon the wind and also upon
temperature gradients in the vertical.~ese factors and their effects are discussed ~t some length and then follows a discussion, based mainly on Sutton's
well-known theory, of the application of diffusion principles to the estimation of ground level concentrations at distances from the source up to 100 km.
The treatment enables estimates to be made. of the position of maximum concentration and computations of the distribution of radioactivity over an area.
Adjustments to be made for increased turbulence in built-up areas and for
stable and unstable, as distinct from neutral, atmospheric conditions are also
presented.
It is emphasized that the difficulties of this subject, arising partly
from the limitations of the theory and partly from variations in atmospheric
conditions and also in local topography, are great and the methods described
in this Note should be regarded as giving no more than realistic and trustworthy approximations.
Among other topics discussed are : the interpretation of radioactivity
measurements obtained in routine monitoring, the special considerations which
arise when a sudden, accidental release of radioactivity takes place, and the
allowance to be made in estimates of concentration when there is deposition
upon the ground or upon vegetation.
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ASPECTS METEOROLOGIQUES DE LA SID::URITE ET DE L 'EMPLACEMENT DES REACTEURS

Du fait de la mise en service de reacteurs nucleaires a des fins industrielles, les communautes sont menacees d'une nouvelle forme de pollution de
l'air, la radioactivite, qui, en cas de concentration excessive, pourrait @tre
plus dangereuse que les formes de pollution habituelles ayant pour origine la
comb~stion du charbon ou du mazout.
L'importance des facteursmeteorologiques
en matiere de pollution atmospherique est reconnue depuis longtemps et lorsqu'il s'agit de radioactivite, cette importance est d'autant plus grande que
les risques courus ont un caractere particulier.
Le fonctionnement normal d'un reacteur industriel donne generalement
lieu a une faible emission continue d'effluents radioactifs, tandis qu'en cas
d'accident il peut y avoir une liberation instantanee d'une grande quantite de
substances radioactives. Dans les deux cas, les facteurs mete orologiques principaux sont le transport par Ie vent et la diffusion, cette derniere dependant
elle-m@me du vent et aussi des gradients verticaux.de la temperature. La presente Note technique contient un examen assez detaille de ces facteurs et de
l'influence qulils exercent, suivi d'une etude fondee principalement sur la
theorie bien connue de Sutton et concernantl'application des principes de diffusion pour l'evaluation des concentrations au niveau du sol Jusqu'a des distances de 100 km a partir de la source. Cettemethode permet d'evaluer Ie lieu
de concentration maximaleet de calculer la distribution de la radioactivite
au-dessus d'une region. On trouvera egalement dans cette Note technique les
corrections qui doivent @tre apportees du fait de la turbulence accrue dans
les agglomerations et des conditions atmospheriques stables et instables, par
opposition aux conditions d'equilibre.
Les auteurs insistent sur Ie fait que de grandes difficultes sont rencontrees dans ce domaine en raison d'une part des limitations de la. theorie et
d'autre part, des changements dans les conditions atmospheriques et des differences entre les topographies locales; les methodes exposees dans cette Note
doivent @tre considerees comme permettant d'obtenir seulement des approximations dignes de foi et conformes a la realite.
D'autres questions sont etudiees, et notamment llinterpretation des mesures de la radioactivite obtenues par la surveillance constante, les considerations speciales auxquelles donne lieu une brusque liberation accidentelle de
radioactivite, et la prise en consideration, dans les evaluations de la concentration, des dep8ts sur Ie sol ou la vegetation.

'IACTb
I
METEOPOnOrM'IECKVIE ACITEKTbI BE30ITACHOC~M M
MECTOrrOnO~EHllH PEAKTOPHbcr YCTAHOBOK
KpaTIwe HSJIOJJl:em'Ie
Ha~aJIo HCnOJIbSOBaHHR ~peHb~ peaRTopoB AJIR npol~mmeHHb~ ~e
JIell npHHeCJIO Oo~ecTBY HOBbm BHA
sarpRsHeHHH BosAyxa - PaAHOaETflBHOCTb, - ROTOpaH B OOJIbillHX EOH~eHTp~HH]; Mo~eT
npeACTaBJIHTb OOJIbillylO onacHocTb, ~eM TPaAH~HOHHble BHAbI sarpHsHeHHH aTMOcwepbI, BOSHHE~~~e B pesyJIbTaTe cropaHHH yrJIR HJIH HeWTTI. B~HOCTb MeTeopOJIOrH~eCEHX WaETOpOB B Borrpoce sarpRsHeHHR aTMOcwepbI y:;Ee AaBHo npHsHaHa;
a B Tex ·CJIy'Ia.HJl:,
EorAa pe~b HAeT 0 sarpRSHeHHH aTMocwepbI PaAHOaETHBHOCTblO, B~HOCTb 3THX WaETOpOB HeHsMepHMo BospacTaeT Hs-sa cne~HaJIbHOrO XapaETepa PaATIOaETHBHOTIOrraCHoCTH.

B pesyJlbTaTe

e:JR:eAeHeBHOll paooTbI

npo~mmeHHoro

peaHTopa B

aTMoc~epy nOCTOHHHO BBOAHTCH HeSHa~HTeJIbHOe HOJIH~eCTBO P~HOaETTIB
Hb~ OTXOAOB; B cJI~ae :JR:e aBapHH MO:JR:eT npoHsollTH MrHOBeHHoe Bb~eJIe
HHe orpoMHoro
Eom~~eCTBa PaATIOaHTllBHb~ Be~ecTB.
B E~OM HS 3THX
CJI~aeB OCHOBHbWH MeTeOpOJIOrTI~eCETIMH
WaETOpaMH
HBJIRIOTCR
rrepeHoc
~3.CTH~ BeTpoM TI AH~YSTIR,
IWTOPaH caMa saBHCHT OT BeTpa,
a TaIOEe
OT BepTHHaJIbHb~ rpaAHeHTOB TeMrrepaTypbI.
3THM WaETOP~'I il ilX SHa~eHTIID oTBeAeHo HeHoTopoe MeCTO B 3ru~eTEe; saTeM CJIeAyeT AilCEyCCHR,
nCrrOBR.HHC1H B
sHa~HTeJIloHOil
CTerreH1'1
Ha =POHO
HSBec.THoll
TeopHH
CaToHa rrp1'1MeHeH1'1R npHH~HnoB
AH~YSHH AJIR Bb~HCJIeHHR HOH~eHTp~1'1ll
Ha ypoBHe SeMJIl'I Ha paccToRHHH AO 100 l{M OT HCTO~HHRa.
3Ta TeopHR
AaeT BOSMO:JR:HOCTb rrpOH3BOAHTb
Bb~HCJIeHilH,
OrrpeAeJIRIOill1'Ie MeCTa MaEClIMaJIbHOll HOH~eHTp~HJII, a TaIOEe pacrrpeAeJIeHHR P8,Zl;HOaETHBHOCTH rro
BceMy palloHY. B paooTeTaIOEe rrpeACTaBJIeH MaTep1'1aJI OTHOCHTeJIbHO AOTIOJIHHTeJIbHb~ yCTpOllCTB,
HeOOxOA~IT B CBRSH C
HHTeHcHBHoll TYPOYJIeHTHOCTblO B palloHe nocTpollHH peaETOpa,
a TaIOEe C ~eToM CTaOHJIbHb~ '1 HeCTaOHJIbHbIT, B OTJIl~~He OT HellTpaJIbHb~,
aTMOCwepHbIT YCJIOBHll.

Pa60Ta rroA~epHHBaeT, ~TO TPYAHOCTH
3TOll np06JIe'~I, B03HHEaIDill1'Ie ~aCTH~HO 1'13
orpaH1'1~eHHbIT
BOSMO:JR:HOCTell
Teop1'11'1 1'1, ~aCTH~HO
HS liSMeHeHlill B aTMOCwepHbIT ~CJIOBliRX,
Ta~e B MeCTHOll TOrrOrp&~lili,
RBJIRIOTCR OrpOMHbIMH H, n03TQ;I~y, MeTO,ll,bI,
orr1'1CaHHbIe B HaCTo~ell 3aMeTEe AO~HbI paCCMaTpHBaTbCH JIHillb HaR AaID~~e peaJIHCTH~HY~ H saCJIy:;EHBaID~yro AOBepHH anpOECTIMa~HID.

a

CpeAH ApyrHX TeM, paCCMaTpHBae~IT B paOOTe TIMelOTCH : HHTepnpeT~HH PaAHOaETliBHbIT HSMepeHlill, Cne~HaJIbHble cooop~eHHH, BOSHJIIHaID=e npH HeOJKHAaHHOM, CJI~allHOM Bh~eJIeHHH PaAHOaETJlIBHbIT Be~eCTB,

a TaIOEe AonycEH B Bh~HCJIeHJlIH];
EOH~eHTp~JlIH PaAHOaETJlIBHOCTH rrpH ee
OTJIO:JR:eHJlIH Ha SeMJIID HJIH paCTHTeJIbHOCTb.
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ASPECTOS MElrEOROLOGICOS DE LA SEGURIDAD Y DEL EMPLAZAMIENTO
DE LAS INSTALACIONES DE REACTORES
Resumen
Con la entrada en servicio de reactores nucleares para aplicaciones industriales, las poblaciones se venamenazadas por una nueva forma de contaminaci~n d~l aire,
la radiactividad, que si alcanza una concentraci~n excesiva
puede ser m~s peligrosa que las formas habituales de contaminaci~n originadas
por la combusti~n del carb~n 0 del mazut. Hace tiempo que se reconoce la importancia de los factores meteorol~gicos en materia de contaminaci~n de la atm&sfera y, en el caso de la radiactividad, esa importancia es tanto mayor
puesto que los riesgos que se corren tienen un car~cter particular.
El funcionamiento.normal de un reactor industrial suele producir una
debil emisi~n continua de efluvios radiactivos,pero en caso de accidente puede
tener lugar una liberaci~n repentina de gran cantidad de sustancias radiactivas. En ambos casos los factores metecrol~gicos principales son el transporte
por el viento y la difusi&n. Esta ~ltima depende a su vez del viento y de los
gradientes verticales de la temperatura. La presente Nota Tecnica contiene un
examen bastante detallado de esos factores y de la influencia que ejercen, seguido de un estudio basado en la conocida teor!a de Sutton, relativo a la
aplicaci&n de los principios de difusi~n a la evaluaci&n de concentraciones al
'nivel del suelo, en distancias que llegan a 100 km desde la fuente. Este metodo permite evaluar el lugar de maxima concentraci~n y calcular la distribuci&n de la radiactividad sobre una regi&n. Tambien se encontrar.r en esta Nota'
Tecnica las correcciones que se han de efectuar para tener en cuenta la mayor
turbulencia de las aglomeraciones y las condiciones atmosfericas estables e
inestables, por contraposici&n a las condiciones de equilibrio.
Los autores destacan el hecho de que en esta materia se tropieza ,con
grandes dificultades, por una parte a causa de las limitaciones de la teor!a
y, por otra, en raz&n de los cambios de las condiciones atmosfericas y de las
diferencias topogr~ficas locales. Hay que considerar que los metodos expuestos
en esta Nota s&lo permiten obtener aproximaciones dignas de credito y conformes con la'realidad.
Se estudian otras cuestiones como la interpretaci&n de las medici ones
de radiactividad obtenidas gracias a la vigilancia constante, las consideraciones especiales que suscita una brusca liberaci&n accidental de radiactividad, y el hecho de que, al efectuar las evaluaciones de la concentraci&n, hay
que tener en cuenta los dep&sitos formados sobre el suelo 0 la vegetaci&n.
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METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE SAFETY AND
LOCATION OF REACTOR PLANTS

1.

INTRODUCTION

When a nuclear reactor or a radio-chemical processing plant is brought
into operation there is a risk of release, if not an actual release, of radioactive material into the atmosphere. This release may take the form of a gas
or a vapour or very small solid particles, and it may be continuous, as a result of the routine operation of the plant, or of limited but perhaps excessive occurrence as may be the case when an accident ocaurS

Q

Naturally a first consideration in the operation of reactors must be
that human beings, animals, or plant life should not be exposed to harmful
quantities of radioactivity. Generally this condition can only be achieved by
discharging the effluent from a high chimney, using the dispersive properties
of the atmosphere to ensure that ground-level concentrations do not exceed a
prescribed limit. However, the atmosphere shows almost an infinite variety in
its various characteristics and safety standards·impose a constant study and
check on the changes that are taking place allthe time. If such steps were not
taken it would probably be found thatat certain seasons of the year or periods
of the day, the structure and motion of the atmosphere would not permit rapid
dispersionof contaminants and routine safety measures might become ineffective.
The source of released radioactivity may be of several kinds. In the
simplest case, that of an air-cooled reactor, the source is the chemically
inert gas, argon-41. In radio-chemical processing plants, the effluent contains
isotopes, such as iodine-13l, which react with vegetation and may endanger
health if absorbed into the human system. Particulate effluents also present
special problems associated chiefly with deposition upon surfaces or vegetation.

2.

METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS

A number of theoretical studies have produced fairly straightforward
methods of estimating the history of contaminants introduced into the atmosphere. For the application of these methods it is first of all necessary to
measure certain properties of the atmosphere so that numerical values may be
inserted in eauations which predict diffusion, and where appropriate, deposition.A proper appreciation of the meteorological problems of chimney effluents
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therefore assists in deciding what atmospheric parameters need to be measured,
the accuracy required and the area of validity or application of the measurements. Moreover, it is necessary to keep in mind that theoretical treatments
are so far highly idealized and their limitations mustbe understood if serious
errors are not to be made. Allin all it may be said that the meteorological
problems are extremely complex, so much so that specific answers to every variety of questions are not available and, to a great extent, the meteorologist
must be guided by long experience as well as by theoretical conpiderations. In
the following paragraphs reference is made to some of the factors which must
be taken account of by the meteorologist in drawing up the required observational programme.
A fundamental problem is the horizontal transport of effluents and, provided they are gaseous or consist of particles of negligible falling velocity,
it is reasonable to assume that they move with the volume of enclosing atmospheric air. Transport is measured by means of wind vanes and anemometers and
perhaps by balloons if heights of several hundred feet are involved.· The geographical location of the reactor site,the type of terrain and other peculiarities must be studied in order to decide the number of measuring instruments,
their distribution and also the frequency of observation. Thus the trajectory
of the effluent on emerging from the chimney must be known for all possible
varieties of atmospheric conditions. In this connexion the orographic features
and man-made obstructions are important. On a level plain with no buildings or
trees the flow of air can be investigated with a minimum of instruments, but
in other types of terrain an extensive network of wind instruments may be
needed since the free transport of the air with its contaminant will be affected not only by the hills or valleys but also by variations in adjoining
air masses, for example, by stagnant cold air at the bottom of a valley. In
practice the location of the reactor plant in relation to the surrounding topography is important. In some cases anemometers alone may be inadequate and
trajectories may have to be estimated by studying the behaviour of artificial
tracers such as fluorescent particles.
The average wind in an area determined from long period observations is
best shown by means of the familiar wind roses. These are useful for indicating probabilities as to the quantities of material that move in partiCUlar directions. It should be stressed however that it is vital to know how large is
the area for which the records from a single anemometer may be regarded as representative. For most purposes it may be sufficient to construct seasonal or
monthly wind roses but where the terrain is complicated it may be advisable to
prepare them at specific times of day and also for certain types of barometric
distribution.
In the case of local winds a distinction maybe made between those which
are mechanically produced, as for example where topographical peculiarities
cause channelling or def9rmation of the airflow
and those which result from
thermal effects. Examples of the latter are sea breezes and local circulations
induced by differential heating in valleys. These thermal phenomena, if they
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are liable to occur in the vicinity of reactors, should be carefully investigated with as elaborate an instrumental organization as resources permit.
Hitherto in this section the discussion has referred mainly to the motion of a parcel of effluent embedded in an air mass and moving with it. It is
now time to consider in more detail the diffusive properties of the atmosphere
since these lead to the entrainment of clean air into the contaminated mate'rial and thus reduce the concentrations of contaminant per unit volume.
The mixing of material with the atmosphere is caused almost entirely by
eddy motions which may be mechanical or thermal in origin or due to both effects in combination. Anemometer records show that in general and especially
in the low'er layers of the atmosphere, the wind is highly turbulent, the velocity oscillating with periods varying from a fraction of a second to several
minutes and with an amplitude which is 'often a substantial fraction of the
average speed. Similarly, direction indicators show irregular oscillations so
that the wind vector is constantly changing not only from one instant to another ,but also from one point to another. The eddies which give rise 'to these
velocity fluctuations cover an almost infinite range ~ sizes and the diffusive
action of a particular eddy depends mainly on its size. A small parcel of a
contaminant may be merely transported as a whole by a large eddy whereas a
small eddy would be an effective diffusing agent. In the case of continuous
discharges of effluent, some eddies promote diffusion of the plume and therefore mixing with the surrounding atmosphere while other eddies move the plume
in a serpentine fashion horizontally or vertically. The measurement of concentrations must then be related to the time of sampling in order to ensure that
effects of all eddies are represented by the observations. The appropriate
time of sampling will depend upon circumstances and the precise nature of the
investigation. Many workers have used periods of 30 minutes or 1 hour, but in
many' atmospheric pollution surveys sampling times as high as one month are in
regular use.
Airflow near the surface of the earth resembles in many respects turbulent motion in long straight pipes but in the atmosphere the problem is much
complicated by the density gradients which are found. The meteorologist must
take into account the effects of the gravitational field because the diffusive
capacity of an air mass is strongly influenced by its temperature structure in
the vertical.
The fundamental result in the theory of turbulence in a gravitational
field is that of Richardson who enunciated the criterion that turbulence will
increase or decay according as the Richardson number
g

Ri
= T

(~+r)
(~~)

2
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is less or greater than unity. In this expression,
g

the acceleration of gravity

T

the absolute temperature of the environment

r

dry adiabatic lapse rate

u

mean horizontal velocity

z

vertical co-ordinate.

The critical value (Ri crit) of the Richardson number is seen to be
unity an~ this applies to a system of very small turbulence. The subject has
been extensively investigated and there have been many attempts to find Ri crit
for the atmosphere. Deacon has proposed Ri crit = 0.15 for conditions near the
ground while Petterssen and Swinbank suggest Ri crit = 0.65 in the free atmosphere. The problem is still rather undecided but Richardson1s work and that
which he inspired emphasize the importance of measuring the vertical temperature structure of the atmosphere when considering any problems involving turbulence.
Apart from the Richardson number, simple thermodynamic principles are
available for predicting the vertical motion of a parcel of air or contaminant
when the variation of temperature with height in the atmosphere is known. These
considerations are well known to synoptic meteorologists who in their routine
work examine the state of the atmosphere for stability. Theoretical treatments
of mixing processes usually assume that the atmosphere is neutral, i.e. potential temperature constant with height, and of course these theories may prove
. seriously misleading if applied to conditions of strong positive or negative
lapse rate. Neutral conditions commonly occur when the sky is overcast or in
the presence of strong winds which mix the air very thoroughly. Strong positive lapse rates occur on quiet, sunny days while negative lapse rates or inversions are found at night-time or in foggy conditions.
Near the ground the state of the atmosphere can differ markedly from
that depicted by radiosonde observations and for this reason speCial arrangements for the measurement of vertical temperature gradients near reactor plants
may be found highly desirable. For illustrative purposes one may consider a
day of light winds with small amounts of scattered cloud. During the middle of
the day the lapse rate will be super-adiabatic, perhaps many times the dry
adiabatic rate, to a height of several hundred feet, the convection current
ensuring a state of uniformity through a layer. In the evening cooling of the
ground produces an inversion which, as the night advances, becomes deeper and
more intense. At sunrise heating at the surface begins and a deepening superadiabatic layer develops and convective eddies are soon established.
The meteorologist must be prepared to estimate the effects of a number
of other factors, such as seasonal effects with their variations of solar radiation, effects of snow cover, presence of cloud or fog, the incidence of
precipitation and changes of air mass as synoptic developments take their
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course. All these aspects are important but in the interests of brevity we now
proceed to consider in more detail the effects of atmospheric diffusion which
are fundamental to reactor problems. In the choice of a site for a nuclear
reactor the advice of the meteorologist will be sought and it will be his task
to consider in relation to possible sites all the factors which have been mentioned above. He will be mainly concerned with probable concentrations at
.ground level to be expected as a result of continuous emissions from a stack
but consideration must also be given to the effect of a single release of a
quantity of fission products into the atmosphere. Such a release might occur
as a result of overheating and, because of the importance (albeit the improbability) of such an incident, estimates have been made of the upper limit of
possible fall-out at various distances. The conditions leading to maximum fallout at distances of a few kilometres are quite likely to occur in_practice and
it is to be expected that radioactivity may be found well beyond the boundaries
of the reactor site. The public may consequently be affected both by radiation
from the effluent cloud and by fall-out, and in addition by contamination of
crops, grass and drinking water. It is therefore necessary to make careful estimates of concentrations that may occur as a result of an accident and in this
_connexion as well as in problems of routine operation, the application of-diffusion principles is of the greatest importance.

3.

ATMOSPHERIC DIFFuSION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

The practical importance of diffusion in the atmosphere has long been
recognized and by the time the extremely important problems involved in the
peaceful applications of atomic energy had presented themselves, there was a
fairly voluminous amount of theoretical and empirical material available on
the subject. For many years indeed before the second world war, specialized
problems relating to the spread of smoke and gas in the atmosphere over distances of several hundred metres had formed the subject of intensive research,
both practical and theoretical. Most of the results obtained can be applied
directly to the transport and diffusion of effluents from reactors.
A cloud of smoke' or other airborne substance continuously generated at
ground level drifts downwind as a long plume, its width and height increasing
with distance travelled in accordance with the degree of turbulence present.
If measuring instruments are placed at varying distances andat varying heights
downwind and across wind, it is found that for any plane perpendicular to the
direction of the wind, the concentration decays horizontally and vertically
with a distribution that closely resembles a Gaussian error curve. The precise
shape of the curve depends to a great extent upon the period of sampling by
the measuring instruments. The curve has a high peak and narrow base if the
sampling time is short, e.g. a few seconds, but if the period is extended to
minutes or hours to give .a time-mean sample the general effect is to reduce
the peak value and broaden the base of the curve. Time-mean samples are to be
preferred since they incorporate the effects of large as well as small eddies.
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If, as is customary, Gaussian profiles are assumed for the lateral and
vertical distribution of material within the cloud, then theoretically the
height and width of the cloud are infinite. In practice it is necessary to
adopt a convention to define the boundaries of the cloud and the one generally
applied is the distance horizontally or vertically where the concentration
falls to one-tenth of the peak value.
The above considerations apply when the source instead of being at
ground level is at a height h in the atmosphere except that the plume now
diffuses below as well as above the horizontal plane through the source and is
reflected when, some distance downwind, it reaches a vertical depth h below
the point of origin. An excellent description of the behaviour of effluent
plumes is given in the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission publication (1)* "Meteorology and Atomic Energy", Chapter 5. In unstable atmospheric conditions, Le.
when the potential temperature decreases with height in the atmosphere, "loop_
ing" occurs; the width of the plume increases downwind, but the concentration
at the ground is mainly controlled by large scale eddies with periods of the
order of minutes, giving the plume a wavy appearance. Diffusion is generally
rapid but occasional puffs of high concentration may be brought to the ground
very close to the source. When the potential temperature is nearly constant
with height (neutral conditions), the axis of the plume becomes more nearly
horizontal and the diffusion process is much steadier. Under inversion conditions, i.e. temperature increasing with height, vertical turbulence is strongly damped, and the vertical spread of the plume is much reduced;· but the rate
at which lateral spreading proceeds may not be greatly affected. Diffusion of
the plume to ground level may then be insignificant within several kilometres
. of the stack. It is possible, if there is a discontinuity of temperature gradient near 'the top of the. stack, for diffusion to proceed more rapidly from
the top than from the bottom of the plume or vice versa. Particularly important is the case of an inversion above the stack, with unstable conditions below. Rapid mixing in a restricted layer of the atmosphere then results and
high ground concentrations are produced ("fumigation"). Such conditions are
usually short-lived, occurring shortly after sunrise as solar heating breaks
down a nocturnal inversion, but may occasionally persist for longer periods,
e.g. in radiation fog.
The gases discharged from a stack generally emerge with an appreciable
upward velocity and usually with a temperature above that of the surrounding
air. Both factors help the plume to ascend well above the staok level, buoyancy
being the more eff~ctive,although a certain minimum velocity ·of efflux is essential if the plume isto avoid downwash caused by the eddies due to the staok
itself. The theoretical prediction of the behaviour of effluent plumes is extremely complex and at present there seems to be no treatment of the problem
that gives satisfactory results in all conditions. Papers of interest in this
field have been contributed by Davidson (2), Holland (3), Priestley (4),

*

See references at the end of this publication.
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Bosanquet (5) and Schmidt (6), as well as many others. An important paper by
Stewart et al (7) describes a series of measurements of the diffusion of argon
41, discharged from the stacks of the air-cooled reactor at the Atomic Energy
Research Establishment at Harwell, England. The effluent was discharged from a
60 m stack with an exit velocity of 10 rnVs and an excess temperature of 50 a C.
Some of the results of the investigation are- illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
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DIFFUSION OVER SHORT DISTANCES

It Was found that the plume height had generally not reached its equilibrium
level within 1 km of the stack and, at a specified distance, the plume height
decreased linearly as the wind speed increased. The height also increased
slightly as the atmospheric stability increased. The formulae· of Bosanquet,
Davidson and Holland all underestimated the rise of the plume and these may be
regarded as giving errors in the right direction, i.e.towards the over-estimation rather than the under-estimation of ground-level concentrations (see, for
example, equation (7) below).

4.

DLFFUSION OVER SHORT DISTANCES

The well known theory developed .by Sutton (8) on semi-empirical lines
prOVides a satisfactory means of estimating concentrations in a cloud or plume
of effluent for distances of travel of the order of about 1 km and for atmospheric conditions corresponding to neutral equilibrium (potential temperature
constant with height). The formulae given by Sutton are set out below.
Instantaneous point source of strength Q units

X (
h

x,y,z,

t) _

[

Q exp -

-

(
I
e, e,

3

n f, ex

ut)'

X -

(ut)"-2

C~

3(2-11)

+ _y' }]
C~

(ut)~,-

[

e

_(ut)u-2 (s-h)2

c~

+e

_("ltert-Z(Z+Il)2]

c~

(1)

Continuous point source of·strength Q units/second

1 y'

_ Q exp ( -

Xh(x,y,Z)-

x2-"

.

4) lex
I p ((2
- hi')
((2 + h)') }
-c~xz-n +exp-C:x2-n

nCyCzux2n

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) are both referred to fixed axes and the second equation
is derived from the first by integrating with respect to time.. ·In (1) X
is
h
the concentration in units per cc. at the point (x, y, z) at time t due to an
instantaneous source of strength Q units which originated at the point (o,o,h)
at time t = O. In (2) X is the concentration in units per cern at the point
h
(x, y, z) due to a point source of strength Q units per second located at the
position (0, 0, h). If, in either case, the source is at ground-level,the corresponding concentrations at the point (x, y, z) are obtained by putting h = 0
in equations (1) or (2) as appropriate. The remaining parameters in the above
equations are defined as follows :
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diffusion coefficients related to the spread of the cloud
or plume in the longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions respectively.

(= 0.25 in neutral conditions).

n

stability parameter

u

mean horizontal wind, assumed constant with height.

The stability parameter n is most easily determined from the vertical
distribution of velocity in the layer adjacent to the surface. This parameter
enters into the equations because the degree of turbulence of the wind is
closely correlated with the vertical gradient of temperature, i.e. the stability,and also affects the velocity profile. In very turbulent air the velocity
in the lower atmosphere is practically constant with height whereasin the presence of a sharp inversion the wind near. the ground varies quite rapidly with
height. The power law equation for the variation of wind with height in the
lowest 30-40 metres may be expressed as follows :
u

=

ul (

~J 2~n

(3)

where·u is the velocity at the reference height Zl. Measurements of the velol
city profile generally show that n varies between zero and unity, thus
n =

0

u

ul

n

1

u

u l Z/Zl

constant

(very turbUlent)
(little turbulence)

In conditions of small temperature gradient (average turbUlence) , the value of
n is about 0.25.
The diffusion coefficients have been defined by Sutton (8) in terms of
measurable meteorological quantities but are perhaps best regardedmore directly in their relation to the physical dimensions of the cloud or plume. If a ,
a y and
0 z are the standard deviations at distance x
of the distributioiis
(assumed Gaussian) of the effluent in the downwind, crosswind and vertical directions, then
a 2
x
a 2
y
a 2
z

=

1/2 C2 x 2-n
x
2
1/2 C x 2-n
y

(4 )

2
1/2 C x 2-n
z

It will be apparent from equations ell and (2) that the coefficient Cx enters
into consideration only in the case of an instantaneous source. For most purposes it would be reasonable to assume C = Cy ' although Holland (3) in experiments at Oak Ridge has found Cy to be g~eater than Cx in lapse conditions at
fairly low wind speeds.
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Since the dimensions of a cloud or plume are affected to some extent by
the local topography, the values of the diffusion coefficients should ideally
be determined for each site separately. There are in the literature various
estimates of the values of these parameters, the differences between one set
and another largely illustrating variations in the roughness of the ground and
in the sampling periods. The following Table 1 gives some estimates that have
. been made of Cy and Cz in conditions of neutral stability (n = 0.25).
1

TABLE 1 - Estimates of Cy and Cz in (metres)S
Nature of ground

Sr

f.z

Sampling time

level grassland

0.21

0.12

3 minutes

Sutton

(8)

rough, hilly terrain

0.20*

0.20*

15 minutes

Holland

(3)

built-up and open farmland

0.10

0.22

40 minutes

Stewart
et al (7)
Meade
and
Pasquill (9)

flat country

0.21 (Winter)

1 month

0.39 (Summer)

1 month

Reference

Not e: *Values at wind speed of approximately 1.5 metres per second. The
values of Cy and Cz given in the above table may be converted to· (cm)~ by multiplying by 1.8.
Experiments with a continuous source, repeated over the same terrain,
have shown that the diffusion coefficients Cy and Cz increase as the neriod of
sampling increases, the main reason being that a larger range of eddy sizes
then affects the diffusion. For example, McCormack (10) in experiments at
Brookhaven found Cz to increase by about 50 per cent when the sampling time
was extended from 3 minutes to one hour. The sampling time chosen will depend
on the nature and purpose of the experiment to be carried out, but the period
should normally be at least 3 minutes for reasons given by Sutton (8).
For use in other than neutral conditions, much field work has been done
towards obtaining a complete set of values of the various parameters. Such
work is valuable and lends precision to what would otherwise be qualitative
estimates based on known variations in the degree of turbulence according as
the conditions in the atmosphere are lapse, neutral or stable. It should be
remembered, however, that Sutton's theory is strictly applicable to neutral or
average conditions of stability and care should be exercised in applying the
theory when the vertical lapse rate of temperature differs appreciably from
zero o
When the source strength, the wind speed and the various parameters are
known,the calculation of concentrations at different distances can be performed
from equations (1) or (2), according to the nature of the source., Usually it is
desirable to draw isopleths showing the boundaries within which the estimated
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concentrations are expected to exceed specified values. This is largely a
matter·of computation but for elevated sources a useful first step is to calculate the distance at which the ground level concentration is a maximum and
the value of that maximum.

·5.

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION AT GROUND LEVEL

For many problems connected with air pollution from chimneys, estimates
of maximum concentration are the primary interest but where.radioactivity is
concerned the· probable distribution of contamination over an area is also required. The maximum concentration at ground level (z = 0) from an elevated
source occurs along the downwind axis (y = 0) and the following results for
the distance, d max , of maximum concentration and its value Xmax are obtained
from equations (1) and (2) by differentiation with respect to x.
Instantaneous point source

d

max
(5.)
2Q.

Continuous point source

(6)

(~;)
These results apply to neutral conditions. During inversion conditions the
spreading by diffusion is reduced and the wind decreases in strength. The·main
effects of an inversion compared with a neutral atmosphere are therefore to
increase the maximum concentration and to displace further downwind the position at which the maximum .is attained. Allowance for inversion conditions can
thus be made by assuming a decrease in the value Cz and a falloff in wind
strength.

- - - - - -
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DIFFUSION OVER LONG DISTANCES - CONTINUOUS POINT SOURCE

In the foregoing paragraphs we have been concerned with diffusion over
fairly short distances, about 1 kIn or so, and the estimation of maximum concentrations from an elevated source. The method put forward has involved the
direct application of Sutton's theory but in proceeding to a consideration of
diffusion over long distances, up to 100 kIn or more, the application of the
theory becomes somewhat indirect. The transition from one technique to another
is not clearly defined as regards distance from the source. Indeed the direct
application of the theory to all distances can be found described in the publication. "Meteorology and Atomic Energy" (1), while the indirect technique to
be described in the following paragraphs can readily be applied at distances
down to 100 m.For reasons to be given we recommend the use of the latter technique for other than fairly short distances, but stress the importance of understanding the direct application because, apart from its practical value, it
embodies the main principles of diffusion theory.
Sutton's theory is formally complete in thatit incorporates the effects
of wind speed, turbulence and atmospheric stability, the two last named by
means of the stability parameter n and the diffusion parameters Cx , Cy and Cz
which Sutton (8) has defined in terms of measurable meteorological quantities.
Both in Great Britain and in the United States much attention has been given
to the values to be used for n
and the more important diffusion coefficients
Cy and Cz in the application of the theory but observations in different areas
and over a wide range of conditions have shown' only a fair measure of agreement and consistency. A part of the discrepancies may perhaps be accounted for
. by local peculiarities in topography, a possibility which emphasizes the importance of accumulating data on the micrometeorology of any area Which may
be under consideration for use as a reactor site. It should be noted, however,
that the theory was originally developed for short range diffusion in a steady
wind with the atmosphere in a state of neutral stability, and in this rather
restricted set of conditions gives satisfactory results. The extended application of the theory, treating the parameters more as adjustable constants than
as fundamental quantities, to varying types of stability, to great distances
and to all kinds of terrain has been less'successful in practice and a connected set of values of n, Cy and Cz for use in all conditions has not been
found. The main difficulties appear to arise less from the theory itself than
from the variations found in the atmosphere. For example, the mean wind does
not normally remain constant for a long time over a wide area.and the 'vertical
temperature gradientis seldom without discontinuities over the range of height
involved in the long-distance travel of airborne material when released at the
ground or from an elevated source.
In the light of these considera:tions it is clearly desirable to take
more direct account of conditions actually prevailing in the atmosphere over
the distance and height for which concentrations are to be estimated. Important steps in this direction have been taken by Hewson (11) and by Singer and
Smith (12) who investigated the relationship between wind gustiness and other
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meteorological parameters. Work recently undertaken in the Meteorological Office by Pasquill and others is being directed towards the establishment of
quantitative relations between diffusion and the measurable properties of
atmospheric turbulence. Early stages of this research have already been reported (Jones and Butler (13), Hay and Pasquill (14)). The technique described
below for estimating concentrations over an area is based on this work, and it
,will be evident that the main principles of Sutton's theory are observed although the appropriate atmospheric conditions are applied directly and not
through the parameters n, Cy and Cz •
7.

PRA:CTICAL TECHNIQUE FOR ESTIMATING THE DISTRmUTION OF CONCENTRATIONS

This technique is based primarily 'on the axial distribution of concentration from a ground-level source. The adjustments necessary to take account
of an elevated source and to calculate off-axis concentrations are dealt with
as succeeding steps. Equation (2) above gives Xh the concentration 'in units
cm-3 at a point (x, y, z). due to a continuous source located at the point (0,
0, h) and of strength Q units sec-l.The x, y and z axes are respectively downwind, horizontally across wind and vertical. The horizontal wind u em sec- l
blows along the direction of the x-axis. At a downwind point on the x-axis
with y = z = 0, the concentration is from equation (2).
2Q
Tr C C ux 2 - n
y z

Xh (x,o,o)

ex

p

(-

C~ ~~-n )

If the source is at ground level, Le. if h = 0, the concentration at a point
on the x-axis is, from (7), using suffix' g to denote that the source is at
the ground,
Xg (x,o,o)

=
Tr

29
C C ux 2 - n
y

(8)

z

The concentrations at ground level at a point removed
expressed as follows using equations (2), (7) and (8)

X

h

2

(x,y,o)

Xg (x,y,o)

from the

Xh (x,o,o,) exp

=

Xg (x, 0, 0) exp (

(- C2 Y2-n
yX
y2
2
C x 2- n
y

x-axis may be

)

(9)

)

(10)

;
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Moreover from (7) and (8)
Xh (x,o,o)

= x (x,o,o) exp (
g

2
h
)
- c 2 x 2- n
z

(ll)

Thus, by means of the three equations (9) - (11) we may specify· completely the
concentrations resulting from an elevated source provided we know the concentrations due to a similar source at ground level.
Consider now the plume of pollutant extending downwind from a source at
ground level, as illustrated in Figure 3. As the plume passes over an arc of

/

""

Figure 3.

The boundaries of a cloud at a distance r
from a ground level source

radius r centred on the source at 0, .let it be confined within a horizontal
angle e subtended at 0 and a height H in the vertical. In accordance with the
above equations, the concentrations decrease across wind and vertically with
Gaussian distributions and, as explained in Section 3, the width and height of
the cloud are defined by the points where concentration falls to one-tenth of
the peak values. In Figure 1, therefore, the concentrations. at A and Bare
one-tenth that at P and the concentrations at D and C are one-tenth that at A
or B. For example, regarding the arc AB as approximately perpendicular to OP,
we have from (q)

X(A)

X(B)

0.'1 X(P)

exp

(

Ap2

_

C2 Op2 - n
y

) _ 0 1 = exp (-2.3)
-

•

(12)
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T,he next step is to use equations such as (12)to replace the parameters'
n, G y and Cz in equations (1) to (11) by the quantities r, e and H which describe directly the dimensions of the plume.
With the aid of equation (12)!ild a similar one for the verti,cal spread,
we have

(2)%

r6
,
'-21/4.6 r.- n '

C-

,
C

Hence, we may write equation (8)
ground-level source at 0 in the form

x g (r,o,o)

H

(2)%

= 1/4.6 r'~

giving,the concentration at P

from a

9.2

Q
= ""::'';'';:;'-'''-rruHr6

If Q is 1 unit per minute,' if u is in metres per second, H in metres, r in kilometres and e in degrees, this expression may be written
X g (r,o,o)

2.8xlO-3
units
uHr6

= ----

-3

(13)

m

Equations (10) and (11) may also be written

Xg

(r,y,o)

=

Xh

(r,o,o)

= Xg

Xg

(r,o,o) exp {- 2.3

(r,o,o) exp { - 2.3

C~r}

(~

r}

(14)

(15)

Equations (13)to (15) give the downwind distribution at any point in the cloud
of airborne material in terms of the following parameters I
r

(l:m)

the horizontal distance downwind
the wind direction defining the position P

u (m/sec)

the effective wind speed

H (m)

the vertical spread of the cloud at distance r

e

the angular spread of the cloud at distance r

(degrees)
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We now describe the procedures for estimating H and 0 and for using
surface and upper-air data for the determination of the appropriate wind speed
and direction.
(a)

The estimation of vertical spread H

As the distance from the source increases the cloud or plume extends
higher into the atmosphere. The rate at which this vertical spreading takes
place depends mainly on the degree of stability of the atmosphere in the layer
concerned. The most rapid spreading occurs in very unstable conditions, the
slowest when the atmosphere has great stability, as in the case of a sharp inversion •.
Tentative estimates of the increase in H with distance from a ground
level source over the range 0.1 kin to 100 km are given in Figure 4 for six
H

In

meter.

~oool-----

0,

10

100

r in ~Ilometres

Figure 4.

categories of
neutral case,
as far as the
wherever that

The vertical spread of a plume with distance from the source

stability which are broadly specified in Table 2 below. For the
D in Figu,e 4, estimates of H should be based on the dashed line
top of the dry adiabatic layer, Le. to the condensation level,
occurs, and thereafter along a curve parallel to the full line.
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In applying Figure 4 to the conditions in the atmosphere on any-occasion it is important to consider a deep layer in case any discontinuities of
temperature gradient are present. Quite frequently it may be found that while·'
the atmospheric layer adjacent to the earth's surface is unstable with strong
convection and mechanical turbulence taking place, the next layer above is an
inversion and this would act as a barrier to further vertical spreading of the
plume. The possibility of an inversion layer aloft is indicated in Figure 4
and in the example just referred to it should be assumed that H, the vertical
spread, becomes constant at the top of the unstable layer, that is, at the
base of the overlying inversion. In the subsequent travel of the plume beyond
the distance at which it extends to the inversion base, the systematic or
Gaussian variation of concentration with height would be gradually transformed
into a uniform distribution between the ground and the inversion base.
Table 2 shows how the stability c'ategories A to F used in Figure 4 are
related to wind speed, insolation and the state of sky. "st;'ong" insolation
refers to sunny conditions around midday in mid-summer, while "slight" insolation refers to the corresponding conditions in mid-winter.
TABLE 2 - The stability categories used in Figure 4
Surface
wind speed
m/sec

<2

Insolation
strong, moderate, slight

Heavily
overcast

day or night

Night
Thinly
overcast or

> 4/8

< 3/8
cloud

low .cloud

A

A - B

B

D

2

A- B

B

C

D

E

F

4

B

B - C

C

D

D

E

6

C

C - D

D

D

D

D

>6

C

D

D

D

D

D

Not e

For A - B take average of curves A and B, etc.

In very light winds « 2 m/sec ) on a clear night, Le. conditions productive
of sharp ground frost or heavy dew, the vertical spread will be even less than
the values given for category F in Figure 4. No estimates are given for such
case because in practice the plume from a ground source is unlikely to have
any definable travel. We refer to this example again below when discussing the
allowance to be made for an elevated source.
(b)

The estimation of the lateral spread

It is assumed
speed and direction,

e

that an anemometer, giving a continuous record of wind
is installed at the reactor site in a suitably exposed
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position. The values of e, estimated according
to the stability, the steadiness of the wind and on the assumption that the release of effluent lasts for
a few minutes, are given in Table 3 for distances 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 kin from
the source.
TABLE 3 - Estimates of lateral spread,

e,

for short period release

Stability
category

0.1

Distance from source (kin)
1
10

A

50°

42"

34°

25°

B

40

34

zr

20

C

30

25

20

15

D

20

17

14

10

E

15

13

10

7

F

10

9

7

5

100

If the mean wind direction is variable, the value of· e for r = 0.1 kin should
be taken ·as the difference between the extreme maximUm and minimum of the wind
direction trace over the period of release. Half the value of·e so obtained
should be used for r = 100 kin and for the intermediate distance 1 kin and 10 kin
use 50/6 and 20/3, i.e. interpolate as if for equal intervals.
For a long period of release, about an hour or more, the wind direction
trace should be used as follows to estimate e :
r

= 0.1 km

e

r

= 100 kin

e

=

difference between extreme maximum and
trace over period of release.

minimum of

difference between maximum and minimum
average values of wind direction.

15 minute

As before, interpolate between these two values of e as if for equal intervals
in order to determine the values for 1 kin and 10 kin.
(c)

The estimation of wind speed and direction

The choice of wind values is governed mainly by the distance from the
source and then by the estimated value of H, the vertical ·spreading. For the
shortest distance, 0.1 km, the surface wind speed as measured by the anemometer should be used while for a distance of 100 kin an estimate should be made
of the mean wind through a layer of height H. Jh practice, for a vertical spread
from a few hundred metre~ to about 1500 metres, the vector average of the surface and geostrophi c winds, :backed by 10°, should give. a reasonably good estimate for a distance of 100 kin. With the winds for 0.1 kin and 100 kin determined,
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those for the intermediate distances 1 km and 10 km are obtained by interpolation at equal intervals.
In arriving at these estimates attention should be given to the period
of release. For a long release the basic estimates of wind should be made for
the total period of release, taking account of the distance travelled. If the
wind varies with distance appropriate allowance should be made with the aid of
. synoptic charts. Even in the case of a short release the importaht factor may
be the trajectory over a long distance and this is again best obtained by an
average wind corrected as necessary for spatial variations. Somewhat more refined estimates of the wind may be made by computing a true mean through a
layer of ~epth H,weighting the wind at the various levels according to concen~
tration.
(d)

The evaluation of axial concentration

The ground level concentration on the axis of the cloud may now be calculated from equation (13) by substituting r km, the estimated values of H in
metres and e in degrees and the appropriate value of the wind speed uin metres
per second. The value obtained applies to a rate of release of one unit per
minute and this must be multiplied by the known strength of the source in
units per minute.
If at a distance r' from
for reasons already discussed,
distances 2r' and beyond should
the ultimate transformation of
the vertical.

(e)

the source the vertical spread is halted, then,
the calculated values of the conc.entration for
be divided by 2.· Allowance is thereby made for
the Gaussian distribution to a uniform one in

Allowance for a built-up area

If release takes place in a built-up area additional turbulence and
channelling of the airflow will result in increased values of H and e near to
the source. It is suggested that this may be allowed for after all the estimates described above have been made by amending the values of H and e at 0.1
km (but ~ at 1, 10 and 100 km) in the following way
(i)

increase e towards an upper limit of 90°, depending on the direction of flow in relation to the built-up area.

(ii) double the estimated value of'H.
(f)

Allowance for elevation of the source

Equation (15) indicates the correction to be made for the elevation of
the source. For each value of r, H is to be estimated and then the ratio H/h
calculated. Evidently the effect of raising the source from the ground to a
height h is mainly to reduce the concentrations at fairly short distances
where the ratio H/h is small. At longer distances when the ratio H/h exceeds
about 3, the effect of raising the source progressively decreases to such an
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extent that the concentrations at ground level tend more
the values appropriate to a ground source.

and more closely to

To obtain the concentrations for an elevated source at height h, the
values already derived for a ground source should be multiplied by a factor F1
which is a function of H/h and is found directly from the exponential term in
equation (15). Table 4 gives some specimen values of F l for various values of
H/h.
TABLE 4 - Correction factor, F l for elevation of source

0.75
1,7 x

10 -2.

1.0

1,5

2.0

0.10

0.36

0.56

3.0
0.77

5.0

10.0

0.98

0.91

Usually it will be necessary to evaluate F for smaller intervals than are used
l
in Table 4 but the values of Flare readily obtained from books of mathematical
tables. For practical purposes it seems clear that the ground-level concentration will be negligible for distances such that the vertical spread H is less
than about half the height of the source. For much greater distances, when the
ratio H/h exceeds 3 the elevation of the source is not of much importance.
An important case,

already referred to in discussing the estimation of
H, is that of great stability when a ground-level source would be rather stagnant. In similar conditions there may be sufficient wind at the height of an
elevated source to give a well-defined travel of the plume although the vertical spread would be extremely small •. In this case the procedure is to assume
that the development of vertical spreading would begin at a downwind position
calculated from the wind speed and the estimated time of breakdown of the
stable situation.
(g)

Ground-level concentrations ·at points not on the axis of the plume

At any distance r from the source the ground-level concentration at
points perpendicular to the axis is given by equation (14). At this distance
downwind the half-width of the plume is re/2 and the concentration at any
point displaced an amount y from the axis is obtained by multiplying the axial
concentration by the factor F 2 given by

Table 5 gives a series of values of F 2 for various distances
axis expressed as a fraction of the lateral half-width.

from the

An exception to this part of the technique arises if the mean wind direction varies considerably during the period of release. The effect would be
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to change the horizontal Gaussian distribution into an almost uniform one and
the conc.entration should be taken as constant across the axis to the boundaries and equal toone-half the value calculated on the axis.
TABLE 5 - Factor F 2 for off-axis concentrations

(h)

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

2.0

0.91

0.69

0.44

0.23

0.10

1 x 10-4

A practical example

Consider the following example
ther situation.

which is based on a fairly typical wea-

Rate of release

1 unit/minute

Date and period of release

June 1000 - 1300 hours

Effective height of source

100 m

Nature of site

built-up

Surface wind

060°

4 m/s

e

80° for 0.1 km·
35° for 100 km

Wind direction trace (8)

=
=

e
Geostrophic wind

100°

Weather

Cloudy 6/8 Stratocumulus

Stability category

C

7 m/s

In the first place we take as standard distances 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 km
and estimate the vertical spreading H from Figure 4 and the interpolated values .of e for 1 and 10 km. We adjust the values of H and 0 at 0.1 km for the
effect of the built-up area and then assess the effective wind for each standard distance. The distance at which H becomes constant (13 km) is determined,
so that for distances greater than 26 km, the calculated concentrations must
be divided by 2. The following set of parameters is thereby obtained
Distance (km)

0.1

Vertical spread H (adjusted)
Lateral spread

e

(adjusted)

Effective wind speed (m/s)
Effective wind direction
Xg (r,o,o)

1

10

100

32

130

1000

1200

90

65

50

35

4

4.5

5

5.5

60

64

67

70

2.5 x 10-6

7.5xlO-8

1.1 x 10- 9

0.7 x 10-10
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Using log/log graph paper these values of Xg
as shown in Figure 5 and the values of Xg for
read directly •
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Variation of axial concentration with distance .for source
strength 1 unit/min

~

The next step is to make allowance for the height of the source, 100 m,
by applying the appropriate correction factors F l (see Table 4). A convenient
method is to take a series of values of H/h with the corresponding values of
Fl and then determine from Figure 2 the distance at which each value of H/h is
applicable. Specimen results follow

H/h

0.8

2.7xl0

F1

-2

1.0

1.5

0.10

0.36

2.0

10.0

0.98

distance (km)
corresponding

to H

0.36

0.52

0.77

1.2

1.8

3.4xl0-11

1.7xl0-9

1. lx10 -B

1.9.<10-8

1.3X10 -B

These results are also plotted in Figure

5.

The mapping of concentrations over an area using the factors given in
Table 5 is now a straightforward process but first the position of the plume
axis has to be constructed from the effective wind direction. This is done by
drawing from a point 0 marking the position of the source, arcs of radii 0.1,
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1, 10 and 100 km. From 0, lines are drawn representing the direction of travel
(i.e. 1800 + effective wind direction), to cut the appropriate arcs at Pl(O.~,
P (1.0), P (10) and P4 (100). The average plume axis is then represented by
2
3
joining the points 0 Pl P2 P3 and P4'
(j)

Order of accuracy

The method proposed above involves a number of uncertainties, for example in the estimates of vertical spreading, and so it should be regarded as
giving only approximate but realistic estimates of the magnitudes of the concentrations at various places. In the more difficult cases of stable and unstable situations, errors of several fold could be made and this should be
kept in mind when applying the technique to the assessment of hazards. On the
other hand there will be relatively straightforward cases when estimates of
vertical spread may be expectedto be correct within a factor of 2, for example:
(i)

all stabilities except extremes for distances of travel . of a few
hundred metres in open country;

(ii)

neutral conditions for distances of a few kilometres;

(iii) unstable conditions in the first 1, 000 m above ground, with a
marked inversion immediately above, for distances of travel of
10 km or more.
For the most part, uncertainties in the lateral spread of·the plume are
likely to be less important than is the case with vertical spread except when
the wind field is indefinite, in which event an even more important source of
·error is that involved in estimating the position of the plume. In such circumstances it is best to allow for a wide range of possible directions of the
plume.

8.

THE INTERPREI'ATION OF CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS

Observations of the distribution of concentrations in the neighbourhood
of a reactor site, whether made as a routine or in the form of short period
surveys undertaken from time to time, are most usefully analysed in conjunction with simultaneous values of meteorological parameters. Such analyses are
necessary partly as a check on estimates previously made and partly as a contribution to knowledge of the general characteristics of the site.
The calculations we have described haveas their basis that the Gaussian
distributions of concentration in the horizontal andin the vertical are matched
by a Gaussian distribution of the fluctuating wind direction when measured both
horizontally and vertically at a point as near to the source asis practicable.
Hay and Pasquill (14) observed the vertical distribution of airborne particles
released from an elevated'source and compared their results with the trace of
wind inclination obtained from a vertical gustiness recorder mounted at the
site of release. They found for varying distances up to 500 m downwind that
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the Gaussian distributions of particle elevation with respect to the source
were closely similar to the frequency distribution of wind inclination,irrespective of the type of stability prevailing in the atmosphere. It appears
therefore that measurements of horizontal and vertical wind fluctuations and
of stability are necessary parameters in the interpretation of surveys of concentration over an area and are also useful for estimates of concentration.
These fluctuation records provide values of angular standard deviation for direct application to calculations of the width (r 6) and the vertical spread H
of a plume. Alternatively, in conjunction with the stability, they may be used
to provide estimates of the Sutton parameters Cy and Cz .for comparison with
values deduced from observed concentrations.These principles have been applied
by Meade'and Pasquill (9) in an analysis of long period averages of the surface distribution of pollution from a power-station stack.

9.

THE CLOUD RELEASED IN A REACTOR ACCIDENT

One of the possible results of a reactor accident is the production of
a cloud of small, highly active fission produce particles within the reactor
building. A small fraction of the aerosol cloud might escape from the building
and drift away downwind. The following features of the problem must be borne
in mind:

( a)

The source will generally not be a point source but will initially be
distributed over a finite volume. The error introduced by treating the
source as a point source will, however,be small in comparison with that
due to the other unknown factors in the computation.

(b)

The cloud will probably havean excess of temperature over its surroundings and will therefore rise. It will be difficult to estimate a likely
value of the height attained and it is best to assume that the cloud
will not rise appreciably. This assumption will give an overestimate
of concentrations near to the source but at distances greater than
several kilometers the error may not be large (see section 7). In inversion conditions, however, the equilibrium height of the cloud will
be of great importance and in this case full regard must be given to
the topography of the site and its surroundings.

( c)

Fall-out from the cloud may occur, i.e. fission produce particles may
be deposited on the ground by sedimentation (fall under gravity) or by
impaction (collision due to inertia of the particle in turbulent air).
Fall-out not only results in a decreaseirr the effective source strength
with time but provides a radiological hazard at distances where the direct effects due to the airborne cloud are not serious. The pattern of
fall-out will depend on the distribution of particle sizes.

(d)

If rain is falling the active material will be washed out of the cloud
at a rate depending upon the size distributions of the particles and
the raindrops.

DIFFUSION ACCOMPANIED BY DEPOSITION

From the radiological standpoint
be effective in the following ways :
(i)

Directly, due to the beta
cloud, and tc inhalation.

the cloud of radioactive material can
and gamma radiation

from the

passing

(ii) Indirectly, due to
- the beta and gamma radiation from the fall-out,
- the contaminaticn of crops,
out.

drinking water and pasture by fall-

As'has been explained in section 9, the calculation of the effects of a
release of fission products is hindered by lack of knowledge of the nature of
the source, in particular
the source s'trength, the distribution of particle
sizes and the height of rise of the cloud. Recognizing these difficulties, the
methods described above may be used to calculate upper limits of the. air concentrations near ground leveL It is necessary, however, to take account of
the period of release. If this is a few minutes or hours or even days, then
the application of the above techniques for a continuous source would provide
estimates of concentrations in units/volume at the points chosen for calculation. On the other hand, if the duration of release were but a few seconds,
Le. approximately instantaneous, then concentrations at a point would be obtained by application of equation (1); but in such a Case a more ,important estimate would be the dosage, in units x time/volume, experienced at a point during the passage of the cloud from the "instantaneous" source. This estimate
would be given by the application of the methods appropriate to the continuous
source except that the results would be in the form of dosages instead of concentrations.

10.

DIFFUSION ACCOMPANIED BY DEPOSITION

In paragraphs (c) and (d) of section 9 the possibility of fall-out ,or
wash-out from the diffusing cloud was referred to. The presence of a "sink" in
this way renders the problem of diffusion more complicated since the effective
source strength must decrease with distance travelled.
The problem of deposition has been studied by Chamberlain (15, 16)
whose papers should be referred to for a detailed discussion, .who carried out
experiments in a wind tunnel and in the field on the deposition of iodine vapour onto filter papers and onto vegetation surfaces. He correlated the deposition with the concentration at a reference level above the general level
of the vegetation and derived a "velocity of deposition", v g ' defined by the
relation :
rate of deposition per square centimetre per second
concentration in air at reference level
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If the surface is rough, as in the case of vegetation, the deposition is measured per square centimetre of ground plan and not of actual leaf area. On certain physical and dynamical assumptions, Chamberlain derived the following expression for v g :

where Ux is the "friction velocity" and u(zl) is the wind speed at a reference
height zl' Field trials gave experimental values of vg' some of which agreed
with the above expression whilst others were less by a factor of two or three.
If rain is falling through the cloud of iodine vapour, some of it will
be transferred to the water drops and be deposited on the ground by "washout".
Chamberlain (16) has considered this process also and has calculated the deposition onto a raindrop in the way that Ranz and Marshall ,(17) calculate the
evaporation from a drop. Using the data of Best (18) for the distribution of
drop sizes, the deposition of iodine on the ground by wash-out can be calculated for various rates of rainfall. The results are shown in Figure 6. In most
climates the process does not appreciably affect the deposition over a period
of weeks.
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Theoretical deposition of aerosols and vapours in rain from Chamberlain, HP/R 1261

131
from a given stack in routine
The maximum permissible output of I
operations can be calculated using Sutton's equations, integrating the effects

DIFFUSION ACCOMPANIED BY DEPOSITION
due to the variability of wind direction. The calculation reported by Chamberlain (15) suggests values for the maximum permissible daily output of I 131 for
stacks of different heights, h
these values are given approximately by the
expression :
Output (mc) ~ 0.2 h l •7
, where h is in metres. A mean wind speed of 5 m sec- l is assumed. The position
of the maximum ground-level deposition is about 20 stack heights distant from
the stack, in the direction towards which the wind blows most frequently. In
practice, this position will usually be within the boundaries of the plant, and
the daily· output can be greater than quoted above.
Parker (19) gives typical distributions of I 131 concentration in vegetation due to releases from the Handford works. The contamination frequently
exceeds the permissible level at points up to 25 km or more from the plant,
but the location of these points is continually changing, and the mean concentration over a long period is within the permissible limit outside the boutidaries of the plant. There is a striking contrast between the summer and winter
deposition patterns. In summer, the deposition beyond a few kilometres is very
small. The deposition pattern for the winter season emphasizes the importance
of topography in determining the airflow under inversion conditions, and shows
that high concentrations may occur at large distances from the point of release. In this case,the maximum permissible level is almost attained at a distance of about 80 km from the source, the deposition,occurring' on the steep
slopes of a river gorge where the river bends sharply. Parker concludes that,
.with a plant boundary of radius 12-15 km, the daily output of I 131 should not
be much greater than 1 curie per day.
In applying these ideas to the escape of fission products from a reactor, the estimates made of the concentration rold deposition of radioactivity
must be interpreted in terms of the resultant diobiological effects. Fission'
products are a mixture of mrolY elements each with its own radioactive halflife and the biological effect is determined by both the chemistry and the
radioactivity of an element. A discussion of these questions therefore calls
for an application of health physics as well as meteorology and this consideration serves to emphasize the close co-operation that must exist between health
physicists and meteorologists in the functioning of a reactor plant. Marley
and Fry (20), assuming adiabatic conditions and adopting reasonable values of
Sutton's diffusion parameters, have estimated safety distances and have discussed the implications in relation to site selection. These authors stress
the importance of meteorological data for a proposed reactor site and also refer to the need to have reliable estimates of the frequency and persistence of
inversion conditions.Ih studies such as these, however, the meteorologist must
be careful not to destroy realism by over-extensive calculation, based on assumptions of steady homogeneous conditions persisting for a long time over a
large area.
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11.

PRACTICAL METEOROLOOICAL PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN LOCATING REACTOR PLANTS

DESCRIPrIVE ACCOUNT OF SOME OF THE PRACTICAL METEOROLOOICAL PROBlEMS
INVOLVED IN LOCATING REACTOR PLANTS

It will be clear from the preceding paragraphs that in selecting a site
for a reactor plant or other form of nuclear station, careful attention should
be paid to meteorological conditions and topography of the proposed site, if
the local populace is to be safeguarded against possible dangers due to airborne radioactivity. The problem is essentially one of ensuring the dispersion
of toxious products in the atmosphere by large-scale dispersion and a fairly
detailed account of the theoretical aspects of atmospheric diffusion and deposition of radioactive material has already been given. In the following paragraphs a more descriptive account of this same problem is given with particular reference to the practical difficulties involved.
There seems little doubt that with the foreseeable increase in the number of nuclear stations, legislation concerning the safety of populations and
property within a vast area around installations will become more and more
strict. In order to avoid the grave difficulties which this future legislation
may cause in the continuous operation of factories using atomic energy, it is
necessary, before deciding on a site, to carry out a prior climatological
study. If it appears likely that the weather conditions will fairly often be
unfavourable,the adVisability of accepting the proposed site must be seriously
questioned. If, on the other hand, the site chosen is acceptable, the results
of the climatic study and the conclusions drawn from local orographic conditions will make it possible to make essential calculations (e.g. the minimum
height of the main chimney) and to determine the sites where pollution is most
. likely to appear and where control posts should be set up.
It should not be overlooked, however, that if nuclear plants are to
adequately fulfil the need for additional heat and energy there may be overriding economic reasons for choosing a particular location even thouth the
mesoclimate is often unfavorable.Thus it is felt that the meteorologist's role
is not only to define a site as "favorable"or "unfavorable" but also to translate these local climatological data into criteria which measure the amount of
engineering effort necessary to prevent the release of radioactivity. For
example, a "favorable" site might perm! t less stringent filtration requirements or fewer operational controls.
There are of course many technical processes aimed at ensuring the maximum reduction of gaseous and solid effluents which are thrown into the atmosphere by the chimneys and the ventilation shafts of nuclear stations, but it
is nevertheless important to ensure that the dispersion of the few toxious products remaining takes place permanently by large-scale diffusion. Moreover,
experience has shown that it is essential to foresee cases of faulty operation
of safety devices, and accidents in reactors. In the most unsatisfactory atmospheric situations, pollution may occur not only in the immediate vicinity of
the source, but also - by the action of vertical movements in the atmosphere at distances which are often very great and which vary according to the speed
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and direction of the wind at the moment of the accident.It is therefore necessary to foresee a climatic study of the site, not only in the immediate neighbourhood of the future nuclear plant, but also wi thin a radius of several tens
of kilometres around the central point of the building site.
The often remote sites chosen for future nuclear installations do not
simplify the task of the meteorologist responsible for studying their climatology. Frequently he can find no documentation on the spot and very often, as
a result of the topographic features, the existing meteorological data, even
if obtained close to the chosen site, may not be representative. Some soundings on the spot will in general give more correct information than a large
number of-speculations based on the multiple data of nearby stations.
However that may be, all available climatic information for a wide area
around the site should be collected and an attempt should be made, by carrying
out a critical study of the data, to determine the most probable climate. Unfortunately, most of the data will come from secondary climatic stations (most
of them merely rainfall stations) which may not provide any information useful
in solving the important question of diffusion and turbulence.
In order to complete and check certain results, it will be necessary
for a qualified meteorologist to carry out a very thorough inquiry over a wide
area, amongst the permanent residents. This will mainly relate to the frequency and location of fogs, frosts, drizzle, local breezes etc. The whole inquiry will naturally be based on a critical study of the data obtained as a
function of local topography and ecology. Although qualitative, this study may
make it possible to judge the diffusion conditions in the absence of quanti-tative data. The results of this preliminary inquiry on the mesometeorology of
the site and its surroundings should then be compared with the accompanying
synoptic situations.
Whenever possible, the meteorologist should establish a list of the
"types of weather" which produce either situations unfavorable from the point
of view of pollution of the site,' or, on the contrary, the best diffusion conditions. The latter data will be of great value in ensuring the satisfactory
working of the reactors and, under the best conditions, will permit the discharge of the cooling systems, when this operation becomes necessary.
In any case, it appears wise,
tor in operation, the availability
not only the synoptic data, but also
stations and, above all, facilities
sure, temperature and humidity and
the lower layers.

a priori, to foresee near to every reacof a qualified meteorologist, possessing
the data of a micro network of automatic
for carrying out rapid soUndings of pressuitable equipment for wind soundings in

If observations on the actual site where installations are to be set up
are not available, the data essential for calculation of the various parameters
involved in diffusion equations will likewise not be available. It is therefore vital to set up measuring instruments, even if only to make intermittent
observations parallel to those carried out at the closest meteorological
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stations.It is even recommendable to set up a very complete meteorological observing station with qualified observers and, if possible, a weather tower
(metal mast) to permit the measurement of wind (direction and speed), temperature and humidity at various levels, so as to know the vertical distribution
of these elements a t a height equal at least to that foreseen for the future
chimney.
Soundings by captive balloons should also be made to locate important
inversions in the 500- to 1000-metre layer, which has to be investigated. Special radiosondes borne by balloons with low ascent rates, travelling either
freely or by means of a guide sliding along a cable, appear likely to give good
results •.
If the site is in relatively broken country or in a fairly closed-in
valley, it will be necessary to increase the number of secondary observing
posts on the summits and upwind or downwind from the main observing centre,
at least in order to carry out soundings in special cases. It is. useful to
utilize as many autographic recordings of the various meteorological elements
as possible, so as to reduce the maintenance staff.
In order to reduce the duration of operation and to obtain in the
shortest time possible a maximum of information on both general climatic conditions and on diffusion, it is necessary to make a comparative study of the
values at the site and those at the neighbouring meteorological reference station or stations. Meteorological situations which have resulted in poor diffusion 'conditions should be made the subject of mesoclimatic studies.
The central observing station of the site would gain by receiving, from
. the nearest forecasting centre, warnings of the probability of low-level inversions and weak winds, so as to permit experiments using smoke generators
with tracers placed either at the top of the meteorological tower, if one
exists, or in containers fixed to the cable of a captive balloon. The photographic study of either smoke plumes or floating balloons would make it possible to determine trajectories and the folding back of the air, and to determine the limits of the probable maximum concentration areas.
If the site is considered unsatisfactory, all the climatological installations set up for the prior study can be dismantled for later use. On the
other hand, if the site is accepted, the existing installations should be maintained and progressively improved. A small
but effective mesometeorological
centre would thus be created in the supervising department. The stations for
the control of radioactivity at the more vital points should, in principle, be
duplicated by posts for the recording of the main meteorological elements.
Moreover, any important nuclear industry should remain in close and constant
liaison with the nearest forecasting centre and receive by teletype or facsimile, information concerning any situation which may lead to abnormal pOllution. The study of the diffusion on a model is attractive but would only be a
practical possibility for scales of more than 1:3,000. Such a disproportion
between the vertical and horizontal scales is too great to permit the establishment of a usable model for a vast area, at least in fairly even country.
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Finally, it should be pointed out that the amount of meteorological effort required for reactor site selection and during subsequent operation depends strongly on the type and purpose of the reactor. For large experimental
or test reactors, or those expected to have a continuous radioactive effluent,
a much more comprehensive study is required than for smaller, or sealed, devices with no routine effluent. It is particularly felt that a mesoclimate
.survey and liaison with a competent meteorological organization is necessary
to provide information in the event of a major nuclear accident •.
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